
HOW TO WRITE A FRONT PAGE ARTICLE

90 minutes â€“ Complete all activities in The front page and Write a news story. Subskills: Newspaper vocabulary,
writing headlines, writing a news story.

Step Hand each student a 18" x 24" sheet of white paper, along with the student's summary article from
Lesson One and typed interview transcript from Lesson Two. Your name should appear after the heading, and
it should be followed by the name of the institution and the course title and number. Our company is
professional when dealing with customers, and we guarantee the delivery of papers within the specified time
frame. They answer the questions: who, what, where, how, and when? Useful Tips on How to Make a
Research Paper Cover Page Here are some of the tips you can use to come up with a flawless cover page for
your research paper. News articles cover the basics of current events. Avoid using abbreviations in titles, since
the non-standard abbreviations might be confusing to the readers not familiar to the subject. Background you
may want to share with your students: The New York Times was criticized heavily early on because it was the
first major paper to publish reports saying the ship had sunk and lives had been lost. So if you need help either
with formatting a cover page or writing a paper, you can rely on us. It is essential to invest efforts and time in
developing a good research paper cover page. Lesson Directions Day 1 Step 1: Display newspaper front pages
you've collected where everyone can see them. Here's how you can tell the difference between a news story
and a feature story. Did the papers look similar to real pages when they were displayed? Write answers on the
board. It is also essential that your title is catchy to draw in your readers. For these instances, only include two
affiliations if both schools offered substantial support to the research and only list two affiliations for every
author. Glue the date on the left side and the price on the right side. Thanks for your feedback! Notice the titles
used in the following examples: [Specific] "Second-order Beliefs and the Use of Self-Presentational
Explanations for Behavior" [General] "Cognitive Abilities and Social Understanding" The best way to
structure your title is to look at your hypothesis and experimental variables. Step 6: Instruct students to choose
and write down the name for their newspaper. Although a news story can be creative and entertaining, too. As
you frame your cover page, your main focus should be giving your readers a glimpse of what to expect from
your paper. All pages, including the title page, should also have a page number in the upper right-hand corner.
If possible, choose editions when "big" news occurred and the main headlines are larger than usual. Your goal
should be to craft a title that can stand alone and be fully explanatory without further elaboration. Use those
students to coach others who may not be able to visualize how all of the parts should go together on the large
paper.


